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CAPE TOWN: The rapid spread of mobile
phones across Sub-Saharan Africa is trans-
forming the region, but record levels of
growth are due to slow sharply, an industry
report said this week.

The industry contributed more than $100
billion to the region’s economy last year-
equivalent to 5.7 percent of gross domestic
product, according to a study released at a
conference in Cape Town by the GSMA asso-
ciation which represents mobile operators. It
forecast that there will be 386 million mobile
subscribers in Sub-Saharan Africa by the end

of this year-equivalent to 41 percent of the
population.

“The mobile industry remains a key driver
of economic growth and employment in
Sub-Saharan Africa, making a vital contribu-
tion given the population growth and high
unemployment levels seen in many coun-
tries,” said GSMA acting director general Alex
Sinclair.

“Mobile technology is also playing a cen-
tral role in Sub-Saharan Africa by addressing
a range of socio-economic challenges, partic-
ularly digital and financial inclusion, and

enabling access to vital services such as edu-
cation and healthcare.” For many Africans
faced with poor or non-existent landline
infrastructure, mobile phones are the route
to the Internet instead of laptops or desktop
computers.

The number of subscribers has grown by
13 percent a year during the first half of this
decade-more than twice the global average
of six percent.

But the growth rate in Sub-Saharan Africa
is expected to slow sharply over the next five
years, to around six percent. The rapid

growth in the first half of the decade was
partly due to starting from a low base, with
less than a quarter of the population having
a mobile subscription in 2010.

Another factor limiting future growth is
the “weak business case for rural network
rollout” where the income from remote com-
munities makes it difficult to justify the high
investment costs, the study says. “Future
progress will depend on governments work-
ing with the industry to provide a regulatory
environment that encourages investment
and innovation,” said Sinclair.—AFP

Mobile phones ‘transforming’ Africa but growth to slow

MADRID: A picture taken yesterday in Madrid shows a computer screen displaying the Facebook webpage with the new
“Reactions” options as an extension of the “like” button, to give people more ways to easily signal how they feel. —AFP

From sadness to wow 
Facebook launches reaction buttons beyond like

SAN FRANCISCO: Like it  or  not,
Facebook Inc’s trademark “like” button
is set to get more expressive. Users will
soon be able to do more than “like”
posts. They will be able to love them
and express sympathy, anger or sad-
ness with animated emoticons.

The social network said on Thursday
it  is  launching a pi lot test  of
“Reactions,” with users able select from
seven emotions, including like and
“wow.”

“Dislike,” however, is not one of the
options.  Facebook CEO Mark
Zuckerberg said in a Facebook post
Thursday that users have been request-
ing ways other than like to respond to
posts, such as when someone posts
about the death of a loved one or a
tragic news story.

“Not every moment is  a good
moment, and sometimes you just want
a way to express empathy,”  wrote
Zuckerberg, who said last month the
company was working on expanding
the like button. “A like might not be the
best way to express yourself.”

In a video accompanying a

Facebook post by Chief Product Officer
Chris Cox, the six new buttons appear
as animated emoticons and pop up
when the “like” button is long-pressed.
(http://on.fb.me/1LBnXIG)

The company said it would pilot the
new features in Ireland and Spain on
iOS, Android and desktops. The feed-
back from the pilot test will be used to
improve the feature. The company
hopes “to roll it out to everyone soon,”
Cox wrote in the post,  which was
“liked” by more than 7,500 people with-
in two hours.

“As you can see, it’s not a ‘dislike’
button, though we hope it addresses
the spirit of this request more broadly,”
Cox wrote in his post.

Zuckerberg’s comments last month,
which many users took to mean the
social network was working on a “dis-
like” button, spearheaded a debate
over whether it would cause cyberbul-
lying and negativity on the site. But
users mostly welcomed Cox’s
announcement, saying on social media
it was a smart idea. Facebook user Marc
Marasco posted on Cox’s Facebook

page: “Elegant solution.”

Beyond  ‘Like’
Sometimes “Like” just doesn’t cut it.

So how about Love or Angry? Haha or
Sad? Or just Yay or Wow? Facebook is
going “Inside Out” on the Like button,
adding a range of new emotional reac-
tions to the iconic thumbs-up icon it
launched in 2009.

You won’t see the new emoji right
away unless you live in Ireland or Spain,
the two locations the Menlo Park,
California-based social network chose
to begin testing them on Friday.

But Chris  Cox,  Facebook’s chief
product officer, says in a post that the
company plans to use the feedback
from the test run to make improve-
ments, with the hope of launching the
buttons globally “soon.”

Many Facebook users have been
clamoring for the company to add a
“Dislike” button for years, arguing that
hitt ing the “Like” button in many
instances - such as in reaction to a trag-
ic news event - can seem a bit shallow,
or even inappropriate.—Agencies

Hungry? China’s
food delivery apps

bite into Yum revival
SHANGHAI: As China’s economy stutters, growing numbers
of diners on a budget are tapping into smartphone applica-
tions to snap up meal delivery deals, spelling big trouble for
fast food chains like Yum Brands Inc’s KFC and Pizza Hut.

People like Li Jiali, a 20-year-old Shanghai student, say they
have all the dining options they need nestling in their phones,
without needing to venture out of the house. Yum’s shares
dived this week after it said it’s way behind target in a bid to
recover from damaging food scandals in China, its top driver
for profit and revenue.

Li’s Huawei smartphone is packed with cut-price food
delivery apps from some of China’s biggest internet firms, like
Baidu Inc’s Waimai, Alibaba-linked Meituan and Tencent-
backed Ele.me - meaning “Hungry?”. These allow thousands of
mom-and-pop restaurants to lure diners previously beyond
their marketing reach.

“On my phone I have Meituan, Baidu and Ele.me, and I use
whichever one has the biggest discount,” Li said. Baidu’s plat-
form is currently offering the best deals at around 40 percent
off, she said, evidence of a price war raging online.

Yum this week pointed the finger at a “savage battle”
under way between apps to explain why China same-store
sales grew only 2 percent in the third quarter, well below the
expected 9.6 percent jump. Yum cut its global forecasts on
weakness in China, where the firm has been whipsawed by
food safety scandals and marketing missteps over the last few
years. The rise of online apps is a extra blow to Yum, already
facing a crowded fast food market, where consultants
Euromonitor forecast growth will slow to around 4 percent by
2019, less than a third of the pace a decade before.

“We are experiencing what we believe is a short-term but
significant impact of online ordering aggregators entering the
casual dining space,” Yum’s chief financial officer Pat Grismer
said on an earnings call after the results.

The company’s executives also cited a dud marketing cam-
paign at its Pizza Hut brand and slowing growth in the world’s
second-biggest economy hitting consumers’ willingness to
fork out on discretionary spending. Shares sank nearly 20 per-
cent after the earnings report.

LEVELLING OUT
Yum’s stumble also undermined bullish predictions earlier

in the year, when the firm pegged global growth targets to a
then-hoped-for sharp second-half China bounce, posing a
problem for newly installed China boss Micky Pant.

“Apps like this level the playing field so that every venue
has its virtual spot that’s equal,” said Stone Shi, Shanghai-
based founder and Chief Executive of restaurant search plat-
form Bon App. “It used to about being a household name in
one sector - pizza, pasta, fast food etcetera. Now people want
to see what else is out there.” Yum did not respond to specific
queries after the earnings disclosure on how the firm would
combat the rise of online platforms in China.

The firm, which has 6,867 restaurants in the country, now
also faces the challenge of reviving growth when consumers
are redirecting spending from food to other areas such as
healthcare and transport, analysts said.

“(Chinese) consumers now really watch what they are
spending,” said Edward Jones senior analyst Jack Russo. Yum’s
executives say they remain bullish on China in the long-term.
But the concern for investors is how the US chain was caught
out so dramatically - and whether headwinds such as online
apps will continue to cause a drag in the market.—Reuters


